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ACHILLES AND CHAS SUCCESS FOR FERRO MONK

F

erro Monk Systems, one of the UK’s
leading wastewater asset and pipeline
rehabilitation specialists, is pleased to
announce it has been awarded outstanding
scores for the third year in succession by
leading supplier management services
organisation Achilles, under the Verify
programme.
Ferro Monk’s scores were well above
industry averages, none being less than 87%.
All of the company’s Onsite Assessment
categories were not less than 93%.
The company has also recently been
awarded the Certificate of Accreditation by
the Contractors Health and Safety From the left: Danny Heffernan, managing
Assessment Scheme (CHAS). It is the first director, Kay Cusworth, finance director and
time that Ferro Monk has achieved Cliff Belcher contracts manager, proudly
compliance via direct assessment by CHAS displaying the UVDB Verify Achilles Certificate
itself, which is in turn a member of the of Assessments and the CHAS Accreditation
Safety Standards in Procurement (SSIP).
Certificate.
Danny Heffernan, Ferro Monk’s managing
director commented: “The award of such high marks by Verify and the direct Accreditation from
CHAS is a marvellous team achievement. It emphasises the importance we place in all our
procedures.”
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MAIN BREAKTHROUGH ON WORLD RECORD GOTTHARD PROJECT

T

he breakthrough at the Gotthard Base
Tunnel on October 15, 2010 in the
Eastern tunnel marks the most significant
milestone on the way to completing the
longest railway tunnel in the world. With the
two 57 km long epoch-making project,
Switzerland is connecting northern and
southern Europe by rail through the Alps.
After completion of the project,
Herrenknecht Gripper tunnel boring
machines will have excavated and secured
more than 85 km of the main tubes.
Having begun tunnelling in 2001, in 2017,
the first high-speed trains will travel along,
or rather through, the New Alpine
Transversal (NEAT) at speeds of 200 to 250
km/hour. This will cut the journey time from
Zurich to Milan by one hour to 2 hours and 40 minutes. Swiss Railways is expecting, in particular,
to cut freight transport times, yet another important improvement in traffic logistics between
Germany and Italy. A new era in trans-Alpine rail travel is dawning.
On Friday, 15 October, 2010, breakthrough was achieved in the eastern tube and an ‘unhindered
view of the Mediterranean’ has become a reality. Breakthrough in the western tube is expected to
take place in spring 2011. A few years of finishing work will then follow, to turn the tunnel into a
functioning high-speed rail route with massive security precautions, for example the two emergency
stations where trains can stop in case of danger. Here, passengers will be able to move quickly from
one tunnel to the other, each of the two tubes serving as an escape route for its twin. This is a clever
solution, which came after lengthy consideration of all the alternatives by all those involved in
Switzerland. The work of the tunnel builders and the machines is now approaching its end and the
results are very satisfying. All risks were dealt with, all setbacks were overcome, all emotional
rollercoaster rides were survived and schedules were adhered to, despite the almost unimaginable
complexity of the project. Time lost in one place was made up for elsewhere. On the occasion of the
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last stage goal, the Erstfeld – Amsteg breakthrough – Moritz Leuenberger, Member of the Swiss
Federal Council, spoke of a “triumphant victory over the doubters and moaners”. His motto was “no SPONSORS LINKS
matter how high the mountain and no matter how hard the rock, where there’s a will there’s a way. Click Name for website access
We can do it, because we want it.”
Martin Herrenknecht, Chairman of the Board of Management of Herrenknecht AG, also summed
it up in his own words saying: “Anyone who masters such a huge project is at the pinnacle of
Perforator Ltd
infrastructure development. Europe will take off its hat to Switzerland as soon as the first trains start
speeding through the new Gotthard Base Tunnel. The trust the Swiss have placed in Herrenknecht
Sales and Hire of Guided
technology is the greatest complement we could ever receive as a company.”
Auger boring and Pipebursting
systems and tooling.

THE REAL VIEW OF SMALL DRAINAGE CONTRACTORS ON THE
PRIVATE SEWERS TRANSFER INITIATIVE

T

he National Association of
Drainage Contractors (NADC),
formed in 2010 with the intention of
brining together those in the drainage
industry that could be seriously
affected by the impending Private Sewer
Transfer legislation, recently undertook a
survey across companies involved with
what might be termed the ‘sharp end’ of
the drainage industry as well as those
organisations that will be adopting the
transferred pipelines. Having been in
communication with various institutions Expected effect on business after the Private Sewer
and government bodies over the past 12 Transfer initiative happens.
months or so, NADC decided it would be
useful to find out just what contractors and their suppliers in the field actually understood about the
legislation and how they felt it would affect their future business. To this end the NADC polled a
number of operations in the industry from which some 173 responses were received by the closing
date of the survey. The results have highlighted, possibly for the first time, the real heartfelt reaction
to the Private Sewer Transfer initiative from people and companies in the industry.
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RESPONSES
Full details of the survey and the range of some 15 questions asked during the survey are available
from NADC.
Of the responses received over 87% were from drainage contractors with the remainder being split
between suppliers, consultants and 'others'. Unfortunately none of the Water Companies approached
for the survey gave any response.
Over 56% of respondents represented companies of between 1 and 5 employees with companies of
between 6 to 10 employees and 11 to 25 each being represented by about 16% of respondents.
Companies with 25 employees or more made up only about 12% of responses. This basically means
that the results of the survey are primarily those of the small private sewer contractors as opposed
the widely known 'household names' we have all become used to seeing on van sides as we go about
our daily lives.
Without going into the
detail of the answers
given to every single
question in the survey,
some very interesting
aspects
of
this
industry’s view of and
response to the transfer
have been highlighted in
the respondent’s answers.
Business Type of the
respondents.
© 2010 NoDig Media Services
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Of those questioned some 38%
SPONSORS LINKS
have only known about the
Click Name for website access
transfer initiative for more than
one year, with 1.2 % having not
even heard that it was happening.
Despite the reasonably widePerforator Ltd
spread knowledge that the Private
Sewer Transfer is scheduled to go
Sales and Hire of Guided
ahead in just 12 months time on
Auger boring and Pipebursting
systems and tooling.
1st October 2011, almost 92% of
those surveyed said they have not
been contacted by their local/
respective water company with
reference to the transfer and its
ONSITE/PERCO
implications and/or the potential
No-Dig contractors for: Sewer
for future work loads and contract Only about 38% of respondents have contacted their water
installation, renovation &
requirements. To many readers company in respect of the transfer issues and concerns.
maintenance including CIPP,
this may be no surprise for several
Structural, Infiltration &
reasons (some of which may not be printable), not least of which is that the water companies are still Connection linings; Patch repairs;
CCTV pipe inspection and
in negotiation with OFWAT as to how this change and the work and responsibilities it brings with it assessment; pipe cleaning, flow
will be funded, yet there is less than one year now to the transfer!
monitoring; Augerboring; HDD;
Despite this ongoing situation, another result which at the very least is a cause for concern at this Microtunnelling; Shaft Sinking;
Headings; Lateral Cutting; Pipe
stage of the process, if not disturbingly worrying, is the response to the question ‘Have you B u r s t i n g ; S l i p l i n i n g &
contacted your water company about the transfer’. Almost 62% of responses were NO – that is Consultancy
nearly two out of every three of those questioned.
Even then, what is further worrying is that 54% of respondents see the transfer as being likely to
have a Drastic if not Terminal effect on their business – but still they seem not to have done
McElroy
anything about at least finding out how this may be avoided by contacting those who will ultimately McElroy Manufacturing is the
have responsibility for the pipes and their problems. This situation again may be no surprise to some
leading manufacturer of
polyethylene pipe fusion
given that the answer to the further question ‘Is it clear what steps you have to take to try and obtain
equipment and provider of
work from the water companies post October 2011’ was again NO from over 92% of respondents.
customer-driven solutions to
Despite this plethora of statistics, what does this really mean? Well in truth several things. First PE engineers and contractors
and foremost, if you are one of the companies that this transfer will affect then NOW is the time to
worldwide.
work out what that affect of the transfer is likely to mean to you. Some of those responding to the
survey feel this will be good for business in the long run, others however seem to have buried their
heads in the sand in the hope it will all go away. No guesses as to which of these is most likely to
survive any upheaval caused by the initiative then!
If your business relies on this type of work to survive or is one which will be issuing the orders for
this type of work, NOW is the time to talk to your potential new client/contractor – not October next
year. A prime example of the worry this initiative is causing to those who will be involved with this
transfer was highlighted at the recent No-Dig Live event where a Breakfast Seminar was run on Day
2. During the Q&A session a very senior manager for one of the main UK water companies Tier 1
contractors stood up and all but pleaded with small contractors to come and talk because, whilst he
knew that the workload that was to be created would fall to his company, it had no facility, as yet, to
handle such work and was desperate to find a selection of reliable contractors that could complete
such work cost-effectively and efficiently when the time comes.
So what is really needed?
Answer, broader and more
open communication NOW
between worried contractors,
water companies and their
existing contractors that will
have to see the new work
load completed. This has to
be done now before smaller
Over 92% of respondents
do not know what steps to
take next to secure their
business.
© 2010 NoDig Media Services
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contractors disappear taking with them a wealth of experience and know-how and local knowledge
and before suppliers to these companies are also lost because new investment by the smaller SPONSORS LINKS
contractors has almost ceased because of the ongoing uncertainty. For more information contact Click Name for website access
NADC at: www.nadc.org.uk

VERMEER STAFF REALIGNMENT

V

ermeer Corporation has announced staff realignments to best support the company’s global
growth initiatives.
“We are excited about the realignment and how it will help Vermeer better serve our customers,”
said Mary Andringa, president and chief executive officer for Vermeer Corporation. “Every segment
within Vermeer is thinking globally and focusing on the four geographic regions where Vermeer has
already invested in growth potential, including Europe, the Middle East and Africa; Latin America
and Asia, as well as continued expansion in North America.”
Vermeer has named three senior directors to the office of vice president based on their experience
and leadership. All three will continue to support global industrial product efforts. They include:
•
Mike Byram, vice president of environmental solutions
•
Steve Heap, vice president of Vermeer Latin America (VLA) and Vermeer Europe,
Middle East and Africa (VEMEA)
•
Dave Wisniewski, vice president of underground solutions
In addition, Jason Andringa will assume the role of vice president of distribution and global
accounts. He has been successfully serving as managing director of Vermeer Europe, Middle East
and Africa (VEMEA) in the Netherlands. Frank Beerthuis will take over Jason’s managing director
role at VEMEA.
Other realignment changes include:
•
Global aftermarket & marketing will be led by Vice President Mark Core
•
Global forage, procurement, logistics and IT will be led by Vice President David
Corbin
•
Global industrial solutions will be led by Vice President Doug Hundt
For more information visit the website: www.vermeer.com

DITCH WITCH MOBILE WEBSITE LAUNCHED

T
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he Ditch Witch® organisation has launched a new mobile website
that enables users to conveniently access detailed product
information and interactive features, including a downhole tool
selector and drilling fluid formulator. By simply accessing the Ditch
Witch website (ditchwitch.com) from their mobile device, users will
be taken to a site where they will find:
• The most up-to-date information about the entire Ditch Witch
product line, including photos, detailed descriptions, and product
manuals that can be downloaded with the click of a button.
• A downhole tool selector that enables the user to determine the
ideal bit or backreamer [http://ditchwitch.com/parts/downhole-tools]
that works best with a specific Ditch Witch horizontal directional drill
[http://ditchwitch.com/trenchless/directional-drills] and a specific
ground formation. Recommendations for each bit and backreamer are Mobile web access.
ranked as “good,” “better” or “best” for particular soils.
• A drilling fluid formulator that calculates the recommended drilling fluid volume and proper
mixture after the user submits the type of directional drill, length of the bore, dimensions of the
backreamer, rod length and soil type. The drilling fluid formulator also provides recommended
pullback speed, funnel viscosity, and pump output. Users are given a choice of U.S. or metric data.
• A drill pipe [http://ditchwitch.com/parts/drilling-pipe] reference tool, which gives users
information about the recommended type of drill pipe for their application. Information includes
details about lined and unlined pipe; pipe thread size, length, bend radius, and maximum amount of
pitch and degree change; plus other job-specific drill pipe information.
• And a function for locating the nearest Ditch Witch dealer. Users can choose to allow the site’s
GPS component to determine their location and instantly provide information about the nearest
dealer, including the address, phone number, and a link to a Google® map of the dealership.
© 2010 NoDig Media Services
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INSITUFORM TECHNOLOGIES LTD – INDUSTRY ANNOUNCEMENT

I

nsituform Technologies Ltd
(ITL) is pleased to announce the
implementation of positive and
progressive changes to both its
management structure and the
present head office and wet-out
facility in Ossett.
These changes will enable the
company to evolve and meet the
challenging demands of its existing customer base and to promote further growth and expansion
opportunities within its industry.
After many years of loyal service Mark Neal, the former Managing Director of ITL has decided to
pursue interests outside of the Insituform family.
Mark Bates has been appointed UK Managing Director, with overall responsibility for
Insituform’s presence in the UK. Operations under Mark’s control include the ITL contracting
business, the Insituform Linings tube manufacturing business and in addition the Company’s
Corrpro operations in the United Kingdom.
For the past nine years Mark has been the General Manager of Insituform Linings Ltd, the UK
manufacturing facility of our CIPP product.
In association with the management team and workforce under Mark’s guidance this business has
been transformed into a highly profitable effectively controlled company. Under Marks efficient
leadership the company is confident the same results will be replicated within ITL.
In addition to the change in management structure ITL also announces the relocation of its
existing facility in Ossett to modern custom designed premises in Wellingborough, Northants. ITL
will be located next to the Insituform Linings Ltd facility enabling increased communication and
collaboration between both manufacturing and contracting.
It is anticipated this move will be fully completed by the end of March 2011 with no impact to the
current service provided by ITL.
The new structure will allow the joint operations to move forward with vigour and confidence in
the future. Insituform UK is pro-actively extending and diversifying its product portfolio, including
products for rehabilitation operations in the clean water sector.
For example, rehabilitation of pressure pipelines will be possible with products such as the
InsituMain® System, a newly designed cured-in-place pipe (CIPP) rehabilitation solution. The
company is also in the process of developing a UV glass product which will further assist it in its
aim of becoming a complete solution provider.
In addition the company is increasing its capital expenditure further demonstrating the confidence
its has in the future of its business.
For the first time in its history, Insituform UK is offering clients and contractors the opportunity to
purchase both dry (unimpregnated) and wet out (impregnated) tube for use on projects in Europe.
This further broadens Insituform’s influence in the pipeline rehabilitation market and will enable
non-Insituform companies to utilise M-Tube, a high quality CIPP tube. This will promote further
growth in Insituform Linings Ltd, the UK manufacturing facility.
Commenting on the positive changes to the UK operations, incoming managing director Mark
Bates said “I am looking forward to steering all of the Insituform UK operations in the future and
am dedicated to improve both the quality and efficiency of service we offer. The path ahead will not
be easy – it never is in this industry. However, with a dedicated and pro-active management
structure and the continued support of our workforce and clients we will succeed despite the
troubles currently affecting world markets. In addition an enhanced product portfolio will reinforce
our competitiveness across the pipeline installation, rehabilitation and civil construction sectors. I
would like to take this opportunity to thank Mark Neal for all his efforts over the years and wish him
well for whatever opportunities he may undertake in the future. Mark has a wealth of experience in
this industry and I am sure he will be missed. “
In response, Mark Neal said, “My time at ITL has been an amazing experience and I would like to
thank all of my colleagues and our client base for their support and confidence over the past few
years. It is an exciting time for ITL and I wish the company the very best in its future endeavours.”
It is anticipated that over the coming months the new ITL facility in Wellingborough will be fully
operational and the company will be proud to introduce clients to the new Insituform management
team and present the Insituform UK vision for the future. Website: www.insituform.co.uk
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HOBAS TRENCHLESS RANGE AT NO-DIG 2010 IN SINGAPORE

T

he application of trenchless technologies
has been increasing over the past years.
Their advantages regarding the environment
and also cost-effectiveness explain this
development especially for densely populated
areas and include:

SPONSORS LINKS
Click Name for website access

Perforator Ltd

No open trenches required –
pipes are installed without the
general public noticing.
•
Towns and landscapes do not
suffer from the construction
work.
•
Falls in the water table level,
which affect vegetation, can be
prevented.
•
Relatively small amounts of soil
are excavated and transported
away.
•
No special storage areas are
needed for materials and HOBAS Jacking Pipes.
equipment.
•
Road traffic is not disrupted.
•
Pipes can be installed irrespective of the weather.
•
Local residents, nature and the environment are protected against noise, dirt and vibrations.
•
Damage is substantially lower than with the open-cut method.
•
Carbon emissions are considerably lower both during construction and from traffic, as
congestion can be prevented.
•
No replacement of old structures (e.g. relining, sliplining, etc.)
The 28th Annual International No-Dig Conference and Exhibition, organised by the International
Society for Trenchless Technology (ISTT), to be held in Singapore from 8-10 November, 2010 will
showcase the very best in trenchless solutions attracting visitors from all over Asia Australasia.
As global a player in pipe production and supply HOBAS will not miss out in presenting its
product range for trenchless installations at this internationally renowned event. HOBAS Pipe
Trenchless Installations include sliplining rehabilitation, pipe bursting, direct jacking, and
microtunnelling applications. HOBAS Trenchless Pipe Systems have a proven record over many
years and have widely become a favoured material in this sector. For instance, the unique integrated
flush FWC pressure couplings allow pressure pipeline applications without additional measures.
Clients also trust in HOBAS Products also when it comes to large diameters; as seen in Warsaw,
Poland, where several kilometres of 3,000 mm diameter CC-GRP pipe were jacked for a sewer
main. To find out more about this specific project as well as the general development of transport
infrastructure in Poland and the country’s experience with trenchless techniques and CC-GRP
materials, visitors are welcome to attend the conference to learn more about these topics from Adam
Wysokowski from the University of Zielona Gora, Cezary Madryas from the Wroclaw University of
Technology, and Lech Skomorowski Managing Director of HOBAS Poland.
Although pipe rehabilitation has been on
the rise for non-accessible areas, the
market offered only few solutions for
relining large profiles. HOBAS glass fibre
reinforced plastics (GRP) have meanwhile
filled this market niche with increasingly
large prefabricated circular and noncircular profiles (the NC Line) that grant
old structures a full lifetime with all the
benefits inherent to HOBAS Products.
Website: www.hobas.com
•
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TT-UK ‘ALIVE’ AND KICKING AT NO-DIG LIVE

F

ollowing the success of the NO-DIG Live
event held in 2008 at the Royal
Showground in Warwickshire UK, the
exhibition organiser Westrade Fairs decided
that due to ease of vehicular access, good on
site parking and its central geographical
location, to again hold the 10th bi-annual
Trenchless Technology Exhibition (NO-DIG)
at this prestigious showground. NO-DIG Live
attracts visitors from all the UK Utility
Companies; Water, Gas and Electricity. Once
again the quality and variety of UK and
International visitors from Spain, South Africa,
Ireland, Holland, Bulgaria, Russia, reflected
the ever growing importance of laying pipe The busy TT-UK Stand at No Dig Live
and cables using Trenchless Equipment with
no disruption to the general public and environment.
Over the three days of the event, the TT-UK stand attracted hundreds of visitors and levels of
interest were as high as ever. Live demonstrations of Grundomat and Grundopile took place and
customers were encouraged to have a ‘hands-on’ approach and take part in the demonstrations.
Many attendees visited the TT-UK stand to view the new Grundodrill XP on display and discuss
their specialist application requirements. The Grundodrill 15XP is precision engineered with robust
construction. The boring operation has not become more complicated, quite the opposite. Immense
increased rotation performance and advanced technical improvements, speak volumes for the 15XP,
which operates more quietly compared to other bore systems.
New features include a 400 mm wide rubber undercarriage; bore-data storage system; installed
pipe tensile strength measuring system and remote data transfer to LCD display, which controls bore
mode and auto-bore. A ‘black box’ stores the bore process parameters making as laid pipe data
available to the operator and clients. The unique dynamic percussive hammer (1500 strokes/min)
increases application possibilities in stony soils and weathered rocks.
A Maxi Rig was on display in co-operation with AMS NO-Dig which recently purchased a Prime
Drilling 250 Tonne rig. Visitors were encouraged to operate the rig from within the control cabin to
get a real feel of the power and performance of an HDD rig capable of installing oil, gas and other
fluid pipe diameters up to 1,200 mm (48 in) and larger over distances of up to 2 km made possible
with pullback forces of 250 t combined with rotational backreaming forces at 90,000 Nm.
A Grundoburst 400S was on working display to assist the Swagelining Company to demonstrate
the swage lining pipe rehabilitation process. The unique QuickLock (ladder type) rods replace the
cable winching method more commonly used. However, the small but robust Grundoburst 400S
with a powerful 40 t pulling force is ideal for confined space working as well as the reduced
logistical and jobsite set up costs.
Following up on the many enquiries received from the exhibition, product sales have already
resulted to both new and existing satisfied TT-UK/Grundomat customers.
TT-UK manufactures and supplies a wide range of Trenchless Technology equipment, for the
most cost effective method of installing/replacing existing pipes/cables underground without
associated traffic disruption and environmental impact.
This includes GRUNDOMAT soil displacement hammers in diameters 45 to180 mm;
GRUNDORAM steel pipe-ramming hammers for the installation of steel pipes in diameters 200 mm
to 4 m; GRUNDOCRACK, GRUNDOBURSTFORM and GRUNDOTUGGER pneumatic/
hydraulic pipe-cracking replacement systems for 110 to 1,000 mm pipes/mains; GRUNDOPILE
vertical piling hammers for 2 to 8 in steel pile casings; GRUNDOWINCH trailer-mounted winches
from 2 to 40 t; GRUNDOPIT, GRUNDOBORE, GRUNDODRILL, directional boring systems for
the installation of pipes up to 600 mm diameter. Also the SLIP-FAST Pipe Pushing system
overcomes all associated problems with slip-lining new pipe into existing old or decaying pipes.
New this year were the TT-UK/RSP and TT1000 SUCTION EXCAVATORS which overcome
digging damage to buried pipes/cables.
TT-UK is also an Accredited City & Guilds Training Centre for the above system operations and
is Energy and Utility Skills approved (EUS).
TT-UK looks forward to the next planned event in 2012. Website: www.tt-uk.com
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SUCCESSFUL PREMIERE FOR DIRECT PIPE® IN THE U.S.

T

he innovative one-pass ‘Direct Pipe®’
pipeline installation method from
Herrenknecht celebrated its successful debut
in the US on August 29, 2010. After only 3
days of drilling, the REM Directional Inc.
team had successfully installed a 215 m (705
ft) long pipeline under Highway 70 in
Arcadia, Florida. The 30 in (762 mm)
diameter pipeline was laid in a single step
using the Direct Pipe® method.
In order to comply with Florida’s
increasing demands for energy while
ensuring reliable supplies of natural gas, the
Florida Gas Transmission Company is
currently expanding its pipeline network. Ready to go: the Herrenknecht Direct Pipe®
The Phase VIII Expansion project adds 772 machine with coupled pipeline in the launch
km (480 miles) of pipeline to the network, shaft in Arcadia, USA.
allowing the transfer of more gas from
Houston, Texas on the Gulf of Mexico to Florida. This additional natural gas is primarily used for
electricity generation in local power plants thereby covering the daily power requirements of up to 1
million households.
The main contractor, Sheehan Pipe Line Construction Company, commissioned REM Directional
Inc. with implementing the requisite crossings for the pipeline installation. So far, HDD (Horizontal
Directional Drilling) or auger drilling technology have been used, based on the respective project
requirements. For the crossing under the Highway 70 in Arcadia the new Herrenknecht Direct Pipe®
method was used for the first time in the U.S. The construction company preferred this solution as
the geological layers, containing ground water, shells, sand and clay, could be safely crossed, in
some cases at a depth of only 2.1 m (7 ft), allowing for an accurate alignment with a horizontal and
vertical curve.
During the installation process, slurry tunnelling with the Herrenknecht Direct Pipe® machine,
guaranteed the requisite precise pressure control of the tunnel face, preventing settlement or heave
on the site surface. The Herrenknecht navigation system, a U.N.S. with gyro-compass and electronic
hydro level, keeps the machine on the specified three-dimensional curve with vertical and horizontal
curve radii of 914 m (3,000 ft) and 1,828 m (6,000 ft), respectively, for a safe and exact course. The
Herrenknecht Pipe Thruster is anchored in the launch pit and thrusts the prefabricated pipe string
that has been laid in advance.
The average thrust force of 15 t (up to a maximum of 28 t) is transferred to the Direct Pipe®
machine ahead. Highway 70 was swiftly and safely crossed using this award-winning method
(Iploca Award in 2009). Despite the three-dimensional curve, only 3 drilling days (with single shift
operation of 12 hours) were required for the installation of the 215 m (705 ft) pipe string. The
Herrenknecht machine reached the target pit as early as August 29, 2010.
After a total of five successful Direct Pipe® projects in Germany and two in the Netherlands, this
Herrenknecht innovation has
proved itself for the first time in
North America where it demonstrated its advantages in full. REM
Directional Inc. already has plans
to use the Herrenknecht Direct
Pipe® method again for another 36
in (914 mm) diameter crossing.
Website: Link
The Herrenknecht Pipe Thruster
pushes the Direct Pipe® machine
and pipeline forward with an
average thrust of 15 t. Inset:
Breakthrough on 29 August ,
2010 after only three days
boring.
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LOCALISED REPAIR GOES DOWN THE TUBE!

I

n tough times innovation often
becomes a victim; however at
Gadmon improvement never stops, as
anybody visiting the GadJet stand at No
Dig Live 2010 could confirm.
Driven by the requirement for a
faultless localised radius repair and a
need to carry out multiple tasks within
the working day, Gadmon was inspired
to introduce the tubular localised repair
system, coupled with its WRc tested
3050 Non Shrink resin, or alternatively
their DiBt tested Silicates (Winter or
Summer), the system offers repairs Gadmon demonstration at the recent No-Dig Live
which can be carried out with the event.
minimal Gel to Cure times that have
become synonymous with Gadmon resins, saving valuable time on site and maximising profits.
Visitors were astounded by the ease of installation and the mirror like wrinkle free finish that the
unique system produced, a large majority took advantage of the buy one get one free show offer
after witnessing this ground-breaking process.
Stewart Hailstone, Gadmons UK distribution director, commented: “Of all of the products
exhibited over the last 15 years this system created the biggest buzz ever witnessed’.
With over 40 enquiries including five from overseas and 25 confirmed orders, this was one of
Gadmons most successful shows ever.
Leke Osi, managing director of Gadmon Industries, was astounded by the success of an innovative
product that was launched in the grip of a worldwide recession, and relieved that the Gadmon model
of leading the field in inventive products was still working even in these austere times.
The driving force behind this new product was a gap in the market highlighted by the company’s
UK distributor Jetchem systems. Depot managers throughout the Jetchem/Superjet group were
regularly being asked for radius repairs that gave a great finish and the peace of mind not available
from flat sheet repair systems.
Gadmon’s technical department relish a challenge and set about producing just such a product.
Basing the design on Gadmon’s current WRc and DiBt tested resins meant that the team could
produce a prototype within two months, and after a month of relentless testing in the workshop and
in the field it was decided that No Dig 2010 provided GadJet (Gadmon and Jetchem’s partnering
title) the perfect opportunity to release the system onto a marketplace that was crying out for
something original and pioneering.
This leap of faith was borne out by visitors to the stand that congratulated our representative on
not just wheeling out the same old ‘variations on a theme’ that they have got used to in recent times.
“It is good to see a genuine original product.” commented Phil Tibbs of Industrial Solutions Ltd.
“The fact that it can be locked on to the packer dry and wetted out in place by either spray or paint
techniques makes life so much easier and safer for the contractor, the only improvement that
Gadmon could have made is if it placed itself in the pipe!” Maybe next year! Website:
www.gadmon.com
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HDD AT THE WORLD FAMOUS CHÂTEAU MARGAUX VINEYARD

C

hateau Margaux, situated 25 km to the north of Bordeaux, has become famous for it’s wine,
which is said to be amongst the best in the world. The vineyards, covering some 265 hectares,
even include both of the Margaux islands and Verte in the estuary of the river Gironde in France.
The vineyard’s origins go back as far as the 11th century. In 1977 the businessman André
Mentzelopoulos, who originated from Greece, bought Chateau Margaux, which had an estimated
value of €350 million and is one of the most expensive properties in France. Furthermore the
Chateau Margaux is a world heritage site, protected by Unesco.
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Therefore any construction alterations or any encroachment on the natural surroundings are only
possible under strict conditions. On a recent project, the trade buildings on both of the unmanned
Margaux islands and Verte had to be connected to the main power supply. ERDF (Electricité Réseau
Distribution France) in Bordeaux, the power supplier offered HDD boring technology to carry out
the task. After a planning phase of 3 weeks and 4 soil investigation bores, the boring team had to
anticipate some enduring loamy and sandy soils
Contractor Atlantique Forage has been operating its Tracto-Technik manufactured Grundodrill 15
N since 2007. The use of this technique on the unusual estate was a really special task. This also
provided the perfect
opportunity to demonstrate the HDD method in
front of the local press, as
well as community
representatives in the
hope of making it a better
Two bores were
required for the
Chateau Margaux
project, one from
Margaux island in the
direction of the Verte
island over a 255 m
length and then in the
direction of mainland
over a 270 m length.
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Work was carried out from
McElroy
the central Margaux island in
McElroy
Manufacturing
is the
two directions from the one
leading manufacturer of
start position. All the bore
polyethylene pipe fusion
equipment was transported to
equipment and provider of
customer-driven solutions to
the island with a boat.
PE engineers and contractors
For the boring operations
worldwide.
the Grundodrill 15 N first
installed a 255 m pilot bore
from Margaux island to Verte
island, which was produced in
1½ working days. The second
pilot bore to the mainland was
over 270 m. Expansion of the The Grundodrill 15 N in action on the Chateau Margaux
pilot bores was carried out project.
using a Grundoream 300 mm
diameter reaming head and the pipe pull-in in process took 4 working days. The pipe installed to be
the carrier pipe for the power cable was an HDPE 160 m diameter x 29.2 mm wall thickness pipe.
Subsequently the 20,000 V power cable was later pulled into the completed bores.
The boss of Atlantique Forage, Jacques Ameline, welcomed all participants and explained the
method and procedure to everyone, but especially pointing out the natural and environmentallyfriendly aspects of the operation.
The impression left behind on completion of the work was extremely positive, although the
visitors could not follow the work right until the end, because the boring of the pilot hole, the
expansion of the bore to take the carrier pipe, as well as the pipe pull-in process for the whole
installation, took a total of two weeks. Website: www.tracto-technik.com
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NEW HDD RIG AND GREEN INSTALLATION

C

hiltern Thrust Bore Ltd is
pleased to announce the
expansion of its HDD fleet
capability with its acquisition
of a new Astec® EarthPro™
Series DD4045 HDD drilling
rig. The new rig has already
been utilised to install some 80
m of 500 mm diameter HDPE
pipeline on a contract for
Southern Water on a project at
Hardham near Pulborough,
West Sussex. The work,
originally scheduled for 1
week, was completed with the
new rig in just two days!
CTB opted to purchase the Chiltern Thrust Bore’s new Astec® EarthPro™ Series DD4045
Astec ® EarthPro ™ Series HDD Rig.
DD4045 HDD Rig because it
is believed to offer the company more power and features than any of the other competitive units of
this size range investigated across the HDD market prior to purchase. It also provides the mobility
and flexibility to fit onto any jobsite in almost any expected environment.
The DD4045 provides 18 t of thrust/pullback force with the capability of up to 6.1 kNm of rotary
torque. The maximum rotary speed of the drill unit is up to 200 rpm with carriage speeds of up to 46
m/min. The DD4045 is powered by an 110 kW Cummins turbocharged diesel engine. The unit also
has an onboard Triplex mud pump that can produce up to 265 l/min at up to 96.45 bar (1,300 psi).
The Zap-Alert strike system and ESILOCK exit side lockout safety systems are also fitted as
standard.
Commenting on the purchase Andy Howe, MD of Chiltern Thrust Bore said: “There were a
number of factors that led us to choose the Astec machine over others available on the market. Two
of these reasons are that the machine is not only lighter than comparable rigs, which means we can
put more on to a single vehicle, but also that it offers a wider range of final installed pipe diameters
so we can do more with the one machine. From an investment point of view the rig package offered
to us was also better than anyone else was offering including the aftercare service.”
Furthermore, client London Array recently engaged CTB to complete the installation of four 630
mm diameter, 130 m long land fall pipes which will connect the London Array Wind Farm to land
and the national power grid.
The job was quite a challenge because CTB was required to work in conjunction with the tides and
against tidal flows. Ultimately all of the land fall pipes were installed successfully both on time and
on budget using a Vermeer D80x100 HDD rig. Website: www.chilternthrustbore.co.uk
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ULTRA LOW-COST TEST AIDS ROAD DAMAGE PREVENTION

F

or many years the travelling public
around the world have had an issue
with the state of repair of roads, in
particular the number of potholes.
Whether this poor state of repair has been
caused by weather conditions, high traffic
volumes or poor road construction
standards in many countries the past
decade has only seen this situation
worsened. It is usual at times like this,
given the resulting road damage, that the
public eye once again becomes focussed
on the question of who is responsible for
repairs and at what cost.
Road surface condition does not only Potholes large or small are a major point of conreflect the vagaries of the weather. In cern for road users.
many instances, if not most, problems with road surfaces are as likely to be related to the opening of
the road for utility or resurfacing works where construction standards are not adhered to. Common
practice amongst most highways authorities has been to use random coring of repairs and new road
surfaces to check the required standards are met. But, at a time of tight finances globally, costly
coring operations may be limited in number and only really achieve a check at the position of the
core. This may mean that whilst the area in the vicinity of the core may appear to be to standard,
other areas that have not been cored may not. Coring also causes immediate damage to newly laid
road surfaces, which in itself can lead to early surface failure.
For many years the highways engineers have sought a technology that will effectively, efficiently
and quickly check work standards of over a wide area at low cost with no surface damage.
With this in mind and working in association with and based on the requirements stated by various
road related clients, organisations and contractors, such a system has now been developed.
The system, e-Spott™, offers a comprehensive multi-point test capacity which allows operators to
complete individual point tests in just seconds and at ultra low-cost. The e-Spott™ is offered
exclusively to the UK market through leading utility detection and mapping company Adien which
has pioneered this ingenious use for GPR technology. Internationally the system is offered by
PipeHawk Ltd.
Ultimately, this means that for the price of one traditional coring test possibly hundreds of
e-Spott™ GPR tests can be made, giving the system a very high data production rate.
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DEVELOPMENT TO MEET A NEED
The development of e-Spott™ was driven by high rates of road surface failures despite numerous
high spend projects being carried out to maintain them and in some cases legislation being
introduced which dictate strict standard requirements. The following might in part explain.
For example, a recent TV programme in the UK highlighted many of the problems faced by the
countries highways industry with some interesting statistics being presented. Information relating to
road surface reinstatement standards compliance showed that only around 30% of road
reinstatement works related to utility access are independently checked for compliance to required
standards. Furthermore, when local authority inspectors have checked how utility companies leave
the roads:
•
In Scotland, 52% of water industry related roadworks did not meet standards
•
In the Anglia region, 75% of one telecoms company’s roadworks failed to meet
inspection standards
•
In Gloucestershire, 50% of water industry related road repairs were unsatisfactory
•
In Somerset, 73% of one utility contractor’s works did not meet the required standard
•
In Liverpool, there was 100% failure of ten different companies or public bodies to
meet the standard
If this level of non-compliance is reflected any where else in the world there is indeed a major
problem to overcome and a need to service.
The e-Spott™ system is a fast and reliable method of measuring the total bound layer thickness of
asphalt laid in a highway reinstatement. It is an adaptation of the well-established Ground Probing
Radar (GPR) technology that is used in a different format in utility detection and mapping works or
© 2010 NoDig Media Services
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in geophysical investigations.
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No-Dig contractors for: Sewer
e-Spott™ has also been enhanced in operation between parked cars on an active roadway.
installation, renovation &
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maintenance including CIPP,
utilise an on-board memory card and in-built GPS positioning system which pinpoints the reading Structural, Infiltration &
location. All data is stored immediately to file for easy transfer and client access after the survey. Connection linings; Patch repairs;
CCTV pipe inspection and
e-Spott™ is a complementary technology that can improve the effectiveness of traditional coring assessment; pipe cleaning, flow
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™
e-Spott can survey individual repairs and highlight those that may be substandard with a single Consultancy
quick and inexpensive test. In the UK individual tests have been shown to cost as little as £0.10
(10p/test). The e-Spott™ system offers both the client and the contractor the means to ensure that the
works are up to the required standard before they are officially handed over. With minimal cost,
disruption and damage to the road surface e-Spott™ brings an innovative, cost-effective solution that
all parties can benefit from at a time when everyone needs to achieve more with less resources.
Website: www.adien.com
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MCELROY INTRODUCES ROLLING 28 HAND-PUMP
FUSION MACHINE

M

cElroy’s new Rolling 28 Hand-Pump (HP)
fusion machine combines the versatility
and convenience of a rolled chassis with a handpump fusion carriage for fusing 2 in IPS through 8
in DIPS high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe
sizes (63 mm through 225 mm diameter).
The Rolling 28 HP features a double-action
hand pump that works in unison with highvelocity cylinders to create fast carriage speeds
for quick opens and closes during fusion
processes. The new machine comes standard with
McElroy’s powerful electric, pivoting facer and
microprocessor-controlled heater.
The Rolling 28 HP offers comfort and
convenience advantages by bringing the fusion
process up to a more natural work height for the
McElroy’s new Rolling 28 Hand-Pump
operator, while offering dual pipe lifts for
(HP) fusion machine.
increased productivity.
“The Rolling 28 HP is a reincarnated machine,” said Chip McElroy, president of McElroy. “An
older variant of this very machine helped put McElroy on the map many years ago. The industry
appeal of the Rolling 28 HP went away, but it is back now in force, and we are happy to
manufacture a new version of an old classic to help contractors.”
With a 1,500 psi fusion pressure capability, the Rolling 28 HP is a rugged and compact machine.
The fusion carriage can be removed in either a three- or four-jaw configuration to go in-ditch or for
other situations where space is limited. The machine is DataLogger® compatible and uses McElroy’s
patented Centerline Guidance System for equal distribution of force around the joint. It also includes
thrust-bearing-equipped clamp knobs to minimise the force required to clamp and round the pipe.
Website: www.mcelroy.com
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COLLAPSED DRAIN LINER REMOVAL
n a recent project a collapsed liner within a domestic cast iron wastewater drain was creating
havoc for the home owner and a major headache to the drain cleaning contractor. Tube Tech
used its bespoke high volume high pressure water jetting techniques to remove the collapsed liner so
the drain cleaning contractor could reline the drain.
The challenge arose after a local drain cleaning contractor was relining a wastewater drain at a
large home overlooking Regent’s Park in the centre of London.
As the new liner was bonding to the drain wall it appears someone may have poured hot water
down the drain. This meant the liner did not bond correctly to the drain and eventually the liner
collapsed blocking the pipe completely.
The drain cleaning contractor tried to remove the liner itself using a variety of methods including
chiselling along the length of the liner.
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These methods were unsuccessful so the
drain cleaning contractor searched for a
solution on the internet and contacted Tube
Tech.
An initial inspection by Tube Tech
showed that the liner was twisted and
crumpled along the whole length of the
drain. The removal techniques the drain
cleaning contractor had attempted had
actually made the situation more
challenging. The household’s wastewater
was backing up and flooding the lower
rooms of the house.
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SOLUTION
CCTV view of the collapsed liner in the drain.
Responding rapidly to this urgent contract
Tube Tech’s technicians arrived on site
with a number of techniques available to them.
They opted to use a new high volume high pressure water jetting pump with specially designed
nozzle configurations.
Tube Tech’s specially designed rotating nozzle was able to cut through the liner and the
technicians then used an alternate more conventional nozzle to remove the liner pieces to leave the
drain clear for relining.
Drain liners are designed to set within wastewater drains so the Tube Tech team had to use
innovative techniques to remove this strongly bonded material from the drain interior without
damaging the actual cast iron drain. The liner was successfully removed by Tube Tech and
consequently successfully relined by the drain cleaning contactor.
Gareth Gillings, Sales Technician for Tube Tech said: “This drain was located within a very
luxurious area of London and the property owners were keen to solve this very inconvenient
problem quickly. We were happy to help. Our rapid response and innovative techniques were very
much appreciated by the property owner and the drain cleaning contractor.”
Commenting on the work the homeowner client said: “I was delighted to return home to the news
that the problem had been solved and I could have a shower!.” Website: www.tubetech.com

No-Dig contractors for: Sewer
installation, renovation &
maintenance including CIPP,
Structural, Infiltration &
Connection linings; Patch repairs;
CCTV pipe inspection and
assessment; pipe cleaning, flow
monitoring; Augerboring; HDD;
Microtunnelling; Shaft Sinking;
Headings; Lateral Cutting; Pipe
Bursting; Sliplining &
Consultancy
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Perforator Ltd
Sales and Hire of Guided
Auger boring and Pipebursting
systems and tooling.

ONSITE/PERCO

McElroy
McElroy Manufacturing is the
leading manufacturer of
polyethylene pipe fusion
equipment and provider of
customer-driven solutions to
PE engineers and contractors
worldwide.

ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY CHAMBER SECTION RANGE

H

ighway & Pavement Solutions Ltd
(HPS), established in 2009 by Mike
Combrinck who has been involved in the
water industry for over 20 years, working
closely with UK water companies has, in
response to industry demand, developed
a new concept in access chamber
sections.
With an understanding of the problems
being experienced water companies and
their contractors using traditional
concrete chamber sections, such as
excessive weight, rough edges, fragility
disintegration if mishandled during
loading, unloading and installation, HPS
looked for alternative materials that The ECO2 Chamber Sections.
could more than adequately do the same
job without these pitfalls.
Traditional concrete chamber sections cannot overcome such problems and further tend to be
environmentally unfriendly as well as posing health and safety issues. This often results in manhole
covers needing to be dug up and reinstated/replaced frequently, even as little as every 12-18 months.
The HPS solution has been to design and manufacture a product that will overcome all these costly
problems. The new chamber section is known as the ECO2 Chamber.
© 2010 NoDig Media Services
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Commenting on the new chamber, Mike Combrinck, managing director of HPS, said: “Our SPONSORS LINKS
solution was not rocket science and our raw materials are now readily available. The new chamber
Click Name for website access
sections are made to British Standard sizes and are exactly the same product in size and shape as
concrete with improved performance whilst being highly cost effective and manufactured using
recycled material (that is itself recyclable). Should the chamber be removed the sections can be
TT Group
reused making them highly cost-effective.”
The units are manufactured in ONE piece, this being possible after significant investment in
TT-Group: A leading
special tooling for the manufacturing process. Using PVC, PP, HDPE and LDPE plastics that would
manufacturer of Trenchless
otherwise have been destined for landfill, the chamber sections now produced offer strong, robust
Technologies: Moles, Pipe
construction which gives an improved whole life cost through increased working life and reduced
Rammers, HDD, Pipe
wastage. Health and Safety is also improved because the plastic units are significantly lighter in Replacement and Auger boring
weight and have not rough edges with all but one of the current chamber section range conforming systems and NoDig-equipment
fully to the present Manual Handling Regulations (heavy lifting equipment not required).
The sections are also frost proof to -30oC and are resistant to acids, alkalis, fats and oils and will
take a D400 loading. There is also no requirement for adaptor pieces when used in association with
Herrenknecht
concrete section, as is required by some of the other chamber sections available on the market.
Manufacturer of TBMs,
Highlighting the success of the new chamber sections, HPS recently secured a contract with
Yorkshire Water to supply chambers for its operations with, according to the client, ‘The HPS Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling,
HDD and Additional
product ticking all the right boxes as well as enabling chambers to be rehabilitated in their upper
Equipment and Engineering
part in conjunction with existing concrete sections without the need to replace whole chambers’.
Services.
The plastic sections offer much improved resilience than concrete, ‘cushioning’ traffic loads better
and reducing the potential difference in flexibility between tarmac/ashphalt road construction and
concrete inspection chambers, which should help retain the integrity of the road surface around
surface box frames.
The HPS ECO2 Chamber sections are available in a wide range of 14 different sizes for almost all
possible applications, with the smallest being 150 mm x 150 mm x 25 mm, with each section
C J Kelly Associates
weighing just 1.5 kg, up to the largest 915 mm x 610 mm x 75 mm sections which even then weigh
Independent pipeline
in at just 27.9 kg. Base slabs are also available with 430 mm x 280 mm x 40 mm dimensions
renovation consultant and UK
weighing just 11.8 kg. The base slabs offer either a 230 mm offset opening or a 230 mm central
representative for Saertex,
opening. All sections are manufactured to cover all requirements when stacked and therefore KOB, MC Chemicals and Terra
eliminate the need to offer 100 mm and 150 mm deep sections. This in turn reduces stock holding
requirements for contractors whilst retaining the ability to finely adjust chambers to the required
level during construction and final reinstatement. The chambers are available nationwide through
the Burdens network of 50 branches. Website: www.handpsolutions.com
VMT GmbH
Supplier of TBM, Microtunnel,
Pipe Jacking and Tunnel
excavation Navigation &
Guidance systems & Services.

Astec Underground &
American Augers HDD Rigs
Auger Boring Equipment
Tooling & Drill Rods

Drilling Fluids
Recycling & Mixing Systems
Moles & Bursters
Digital Location Equipment

T A Drilling

To submit editorial for Trenchless Works Issue 51
please email copy and pictures to:
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk by 10 November, 2010
For TW Sponsorship and advertising rates click here

U MOLE
Supplier for hire or sale of:
Vac Ex, Mole & Rammers,
Bursting, Coil Trailers, SBUs
and Accessories
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MINISTER ENDORSES TRENCHLESS
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first class ‘No Dig Live’ exhibition at Stoneleigh was opened by Norman Baker MP,
Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Transport, following his key note address at the
opening breakfast seminar.
The culmination of months of effort by the organisers, the exhibitors and the UKSTT council
members produced a first class exhibition with every one of the three days preceded by a ‘free’
breakfast seminar.
Nearly 300 delegates listened and engaged in lively and challenging question and answer debates
following speeches and presentations from Industry leaders.
With a theme of ‘Minimising the congestion and disruption caused by street works' - 'The way
ahead', chaired by Colin Tickle, Director of Drilline Products & UKSTT Chairman, a large audience
turned out ready and willing to listen to the Minister take a firm balanced stance on regulation,
understanding that whilst the coalition government’s new regulatory approach of ‘one in one out’
was sensible he should be prepared to accept new additional regulation, where the whole industry Norman Baker MP
agreed its need. He went on to state his strong support for the utilisation of trenchless systems and
technology appreciating the associated environmental and reduced disruption benefits.
The balanced response presentations from Jon Butterworth MBE, Director National Operations, National Grid; Les Guest, CEO
NJUG; and Russell Fairhurst, Director of UMole produced some excellent, challenging, if in places controversial, propositions.
One of Jon’s concerns was the adverse economic impact that London Permit Schemes are having on utility companies in
general and National Grid in particular as well as adversely affecting the public. The figures published demonstrated a 38%
reduction in productivity and thus a net increase of road occupation duration. So whilst major efforts inside the company were
delivering up to 53% reduction in unoccupied site durations these efforts were being negated and the real losers were the
environment, the customers and the travelling public.
When questioned it transpired that the London
60
permit schemes apparently only allow a maximum
S73/78
road occupation length of 30 m whilst National
Legislation
Grid’s preferred trenchless systems of swage
lining or insertion offer far greater scales of
economy, in time and money, when 100 m plus is
installed at a time wherever possible.
30
Les delivered a call for less regulatory burden on
Proposed Lane
industry and increased commitment to work
together to deliver benefit and improvement by
Permits (National)
initiatives such as the Lord Mayor’s ‘London
Code of Conduct’ which, now adopted throughout
Inspections
Permits
the capital, has currently been embraced,
0
enhanced and rolled out nationally by NJUG, as
well as HAUC UK, to encourage national
Year
improvement and reduction in occupation times.
Les confirmed that in its first year in London
alone the adoption of the code of conduct had saved nearly 1,000 days of road occupation space. Les also took the opportunity to
promote the NUAG record sharing and data capture/sharing project currently about to go to trial.
Russell took the initiative with a challenge to utilities in general and the electricity industry in particular, to utilise trenchless
systems more widely. He wanted to encourage all parties to ensure they were up to date with the latest technology and systems
improvements and capabilities. He challenged industry to encourage their engineers to attend exhibitions such as ‘No Dig Live’
to improve their knowledge and future project appraisal skills and capabilities.
So with concerns over Lane Rental, Section 74 Over run charging, Permits, Fixed Penalty
Notices, Traffic Management Act duties for Highway Authorities to co-ordinate all works in
the public highway to minimise disruption and congestion impacts and the legal duty for
utilities to fully co-operate, all combining to add planning and administrative burden and cost
on the entire industry; the economy fragile and recovery essential and HMG seeking to reduce
the regulatory burden on industry and ensure that any new regulatory burden is essential and
demonstrably cost effective we achieved a forum for plenty of Q&A which was called to halt
to allow the Minister to open the show.
With the latest DEFRA consultation paper out to consultation, and national seminars being
conducted through October and November, the following day’s seminar was well timed to
tackle again the ‘Private Sewer Transfer - Where are we now?’ theme. Sponsored by DynoRod
the seminar followed on from a very successful seminar at the previous No Dig Live show in
2008.
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The organisers wanted to provide delegates and speakers
with a balanced insight into the issues, concerns, problems,
and practicalities surrounding the debate, government
direction, consultation and response and the issues facing
Water Companies, Regulators, and Contractors. Whilst Water
UK had rescinded their offer to follow up on their previous
attendance in 2008, and DEFRA were unable to provide a
speaker on this industry critical subject, the assembled panel
of speakers were able to share a wide range of knowledge and
experience and offer some useful if still frustratingly incomplete or subjective opinions on how the transition will play
out.
The current joint consultation covers England and Wales. It
details how the UK Government and the Welsh Assembly
Government will transfer private sewers and lateral drains to
the ownership of the statutory water and sewerage companies
in order to resolve the multiple problems presented to homeowners by private sewer ownership.
The decision to transfer private sewers follows a longstanding review of the challenges raised by private sewers. After careful
consideration, the Government concluded that transfer provided the most comprehensive solution, removing unfair burdens from
householders and allowing for a more integrated sewerage network.
Unless a problem occurs householders are often unaware that they are responsible for the maintenance and repair of their
private sewer (sometimes jointly with others). Furthermore, this disparate ownership of the sewerage network causes difficulties
for both consistent standards and long term planning, which is important in adapting to the effects of climate change and housing.
Chaired again by David Sankey, Steve Arthur from Wessex Water offered a comprehensive opening presentation on the ‘Water
& Sewerage Company Perspective’. He outlined the work Wessex Water had been doing in preparation, where they were now,
and the next steps in the process of preparing for the transition and transfer. He emphasised the timeline to transfer and he
encouraged all contractors to get involved.
This was followed by Phil Mills the previous seminar’s speaker from Water UK, and now an independent consultant, offering
his insights and concerns proposing the essential need for a set of agreed protocols so that customers know who to contact,
contractors know how to manage customer uncertainty and WASCs appreciate how best to support the whole process – his plea
was for greater clarity for all concerned and David Walter, from Dyno Rod, closed the presentations with his views on the options
for ‘Drainage and Sewerage Service provision in the future’.
The delegates left the speakers and audience in no doubt as to their collective concerns and frustrations that government in
general were unable or unwilling to listen to the small medium sized contractors’ concerns and the potentially disastrous
consequences many of these local businesses face if the transfer of workload along with the responsibility is not sensitively
managed and directed by the regulators and government. (see also Page 4 this issue for the results of the NADC Survey on this
topic)
Chaired by Norman Howell, Director, Daniels Contractors Ltd., the final seminar focused on Carbon and the Environment with
the results of detailed analysis and case studies being shared with the delegates from Malcolm Waddell (WRAP) and Andy
Russell (WRc).
As for the exhibition with over 70 indoor and outdoor stands visitors to the 2010 No-Dig Live event were treated to a huge
range of informative and innovative viewing. First day attendance figures were a show record and despite some poor first day
weather this didn’t dampen delegates’ enthusiasm with exhibitors, even outside, reporting good through traffic.
As for exhibits, new installation systems ranged from a new 200 t maxi rig HDD system through a new 1,500 mm diameter
TBM system to multi-purpose HDD drilling rigs in the medium range with facility to operate both as a conventional drilling rig
or, due to an extended drilling angle capacity, to operate as a geothermal bore installation system. There were also various pilot
auger microtunnelling and straight auger boring systems on display.
On the rehabilitation side, there was a variety of CIPP lining systems on show including a new pressure mains lining system
specifically designed for rising mains and other pressurised pipe networks as well as variety of lateral connection sealing systems
both ‘hat’ profiles and ‘total connection seal’ systems. There was even a system on display for the installation of long length
lateral linings and a ‘Melt-In-Pipe’ system designed for operation in both gravity and pressure pipes, including potable water, was
also displayed.
In terms of asset management, there were some new CCTV inspection systems as well as a recently developed technology for
the completion of surveys using live feeds to any remote location which allows reporting to be completed as the survey happens.
Finally there were buried utility location systems on display that included a GPR system with multi antenna platforms capable
of surveying at up to 18 km/h avoiding the need for traffic management with high-end accuracy of data collection.
Following a building relationship between the university and the society exhibitors saw a whole engineering year group form
Brunel University on site as part of their final year degree course.
In short if you weren’t there you should be sorry to have missed it. Great show, great people, and excellent information and
support, well there’s always next time in 2012. All speaker presentations will appear on the UKSTT Website: www.ukstt.org.uk
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
2010
November 8-10
International No-Dig 2010 - Singapore
Details from: www.nodigsingapore.com
November 10-11
WWEM 2010 - Telford, UK
Details from: www.wwem.uk.com
November 23-26
Bauma China 2010 - Shanghai, China
Details from: www.bauma-china.com

2011
January 16-20
New Ways to Perform Piping Design & Layout - Doha,
Qatar
Details from: www.fleminggulf.com

September 7-8
dt Exhibition - Cheltenham, UK
Details from: www.dtexhibition.com
October 3-6
No-Dig Down Under 2011 - Brisbane, Australia
Details from: www.trenchless2011.com

2012
May 14-16
International No Dig Show 2012 - São Paulo, Brazil
Details from: www.nodigshow2012.com (available soon)
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled for 2009 or
2010 and would like to add it to this listing please forward
details to: ian@nodigmedia.co.uk

January 25-27
UCT – Underground Construction Technology
International Conference & Exhibition - Houston, USA
Details from: www.uctonline.com
February 8
Pilot Tube Microtunneling Seminar - Colorado, USA
Details from: www.microtunneling.com/topics/
mt_course_information_basic_outline_09.htm
February 9-11
Microtunneling Short Course - Colorado, USA
Details from: www.microtunneling.com/topics/
mt_course_information_basic_outline_09.htm
March 1-3
International Conference & Exhibition on Tunnelling &
Trenchless Technology - Selangor, Malaysia
Details from: www.iem.org.my
March 8-10
6th Annual CGA Excavation Safety Conference & Expo Orlando, USA
Details from: www.CGAconference.com
March 16-18
Inter Tunnel 2011 - Moscow, Russia
Details from: www.intertunnelrussia.com
March 27-31
NASTT No-Dig Show - Washington, USA.
Details from: www.nastt.org
April 15
UKSTT Annual Awards Dinner - Birmingham, UK
Details from: www.ukstt.org.uk
May 2-5
International No-Dig 2011 - Berlin, Germany
Details from: www.nodigberlin2011.com
May 24-25
Iran PipeTech 2011 - 3rd Iranian Pipe & Pipeline
Conference - Tehran, Iran.
Details from: www.iranpipetech.com
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